
4 days / 3nights

ABOVE AND BEYOND



1. Serengeti National Park

For those interested in exploring the Serengeti
conveniently (2 to 4 nights), and have a short timeframe,
then flying is the best option.

This itinerary lets you use the most of your time and fly
from Arusha to Serengeti and back, allowing you to
have a unique and exclusive experience in the most
famous national park in the world
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01 SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

Depending on the time of the year and your preferences, we may
fly to different parts of the Serengeti (Central, West, North or
South).

For these flying safari, the accommodation options are more exclusive
as we can only use accommodation options that have game package
options, which are usually only available in mid-range and luxury options.

Pickup from your hotel in the early morning and transfer to the Serengeti. Arrival by late morning
and pickup by your hotel for lunch and full afternoon game drive. As you fly over the Serengeti,
you will see why the name means, in local language, "endless plains". The park has 6,900 sq.
mile (18,000 sq. km) and for most of it, the plains will stretch to the horizon defying your senses
and perception of distances. It is the home of the Great Migration and to 2 million wildebeests,
hundreds of thousands of zebras and all kinds of antelopes including the abundant impalas and
Thomson's gazelles. As for Big Cats and large predators, it's the place of choice to look out for
lions, cheetahs, leopards, hyenas, with many television scenes like the famous river crossings
having been filmed in this park. Smaller animals like foxes, mongoose, honey badgers, jackals,
monkeys, baboons, rock hyrax and African hares, together with more than 500 species of
birds, also inhabit this park.
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02•03 SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

Extra tour recommended: The wonderful balloon flight over the  
Serengeti plains.

We recommend sleeping in the same camp/lodge as the night before.  

Full days in the Serengeti National Park. We are completely flexible with your preferences and this day will be organized
accordingtoyourwishes.Oneverydayofthesafari,yourguidewill discusswithyouthebesttimingsforyou,includingthegame
drivesandthewakeuptime.For example,onthisday,youcoulddoamorninggamedrive,returntothecampfor lunchand
relaxationandfinishwithanafternoongamedrive,oryoucoulddoafulldaygamedrivewithpicniclunch.
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We can make this safari longer or shorter by increasing the

number of nights in the park and even adding a flight to combine

two different regions of the Serengeti.

On this day we suggest a very early wake up in order to do an early morning game drive
(when the animals are more active) and see one of the best sunrises you'll ever witness.
It's really one of the most beautiful experiences to have. After the game drive, we return
to the camp for a rewarding brunch and then we'll proceed to the airstrip for your flight
back to Arusha, or whatever your next amazing destination might be (i.e. Zanzibar).
Alternatively, instead of this early morning game drive, you may choose to stay at the
camp for a bit of relaxation.

FLYING OUT OF THE SERENGETI
DAY
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INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
•Park and camping fees
•Shared Game Drives provided by camp/lodge
•Full board accommodation during the safari
•Flying Doctors Emergency Evacuation Insurance
•Airstrip transfers provided by camp/lodge
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NOT INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
•Tips for Guides and Staff (recommended $20 USD per person per day for  

safariguide)

•Meals outside safari (unless mentioned otherwise)
•International visa for Tanzania
•International Airfares and Airport taxes

INCLUSIONS / EXCLUSIONS
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